adaptive, user profile, folksonomy, tagging, delicious, personalization A major opportunity for collaborative knowledge management is the construction of user models which can be exploited to provide relevant, personalized, and context-sensitive information delivery. Yet traditional approaches to user profiles rely on explicit, brittle models that go out of date very quickly, lack relevance, and have few natural connections to related models. In this chapter the authors show how it is possible to create adaptive user profiles without any explicit input at all. Rather, leveraging implicit behaviour on social information networks, the authors can create profiles that are both adaptive and socially connective. Such profiles can help provide personalized access to enterprise resources and help identify other people with related interests. 
IntroductIon
There are many ways to deal with the challenges of collaborative knowledge management and discovery within enterprises. This chapter focuses on personalized, adaptive approaches, leveraging user behaviour on social information systems.
A major challenge for enterprise information systems is presenting the information that users want in a way that makes sense to them. In traditional approaches to information filtering, the user has to explicitly create his or her profile, and manually keep the profile up to date. Can we take advantage of the popularity of collaborative tagging systems, such as delicious.com or flickr. com, and use the recorded tagging behaviour to construct implicit, yet realistic and dynamic user profiles?
The use of profiles for personalization is not new, but such systems typically rely on an explicit, manually entered user profile. This imposes a burden on the user, both at initial creation time, and more importantly over time as the user's skills and interests change, so the profile has to be updated. Typically, the created user profiles go out of date, fast.
Of course, this problem has been well understood for decades and much research has focused on the possibility of creating implicit user profiles. Put simply, such approaches attempt to 'look over the user's shoulder' so to speak, and create a profile out of normal behaviour. The advantage with these approaches is that the mined profile should evolve simply and naturally with ongoing changes in user behaviour patterns.
There are some drawbacks with these approaches. It is, for example, difficult to mine accurate user profiles from observed behaviour. Another problem is dealing with the changing nature of user interests. How can one distinguish between long term characteristics (as for example defined by a user's profession), medium term interests (such as ruby or agile_management for software engineers), and transient foci of attention (this year's holiday planning, news articles)? How does one choose the right level of 'forgetfulness' in the user's profile? A more subtle problem is that implicit user profiles are not examinable, or scrutable. Without some control over their profiles, users are likely to become distrustful of systems that use these profiles, particularly if they make egregious errors. While users do not want to spend excessive time doing 'profile gardening', they would like the facility to examine and tweak the profiles to correct errors or to proactively direct the system. A related issue is that of privacy: certainly on the public Internet, users are increasingly wary of the amount of information that is being gathered without their explicit consent So we are in a situation where we would like to generate realistic, dynamic user profiles which are scrutable and privacy preserving. Where can we find such profiles? This chapter is primarily concerned with collaborative tagging systems, but this is just one possibility. Many of the principles discussed in this chapter are equally applicable to any system that a user interacts with on a regular basis. The use of folders in email, web browsing and document management is one possibility. User queries, both on the intra/internet and to enterprise systems, are another. Communities of interest, such as forums and mailing lists, provide yet another rich source of user behaviour to observe and to mine.
The basic operation of collaborative tagging systems is very simple. Users annotate a resource of interest, often a web page, with an arbitrary number of free text tags. These tags, personal or communal, can be used to browse a community's resources, both documents and people. The popularity of such systems provides a useful store of personally identifiable user behaviour which can be used to create implicit user profiles. In this chapter we will survey related work on user profiles. Then, taking collaborative tagging systems as an exemplar of a source from which we can construct user profiles, we will present 1. algorithms for creating such profiles 2. approaches to profile analysis and evaluation 3. methods for dynamic visualization of the generated profiles 4. a discussion of the potentials of using such profiles for personalized access to enterprise data sources.
User Profiles
Both academia (Gauch et al, 2007) and enterprises (Karat et al, 2003) have experimented with user profiles for personalization. Indeed, user profiling is a prominent feature of many modern content management systems like Microsoft Office Sharepoint Server
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. The trouble with such systems, as we mentioned above, is that they rely on an explicit, static, manually entered user profile. In this section, we explain the need for user profiles to be implicit, dynamic and scrutable. Implicit user profiles are created by looking over the shoulder of a user performing their usual tasks (Goecks & Shavlik, 2000) . Such tasks can include email, document management or web browsing (Middleton et al, 2001) . By removing the obligation of a user to manually create a profile, data collection is easier and the risk of 'data entry fatigue', or inaccurate profiling, is reduced. Most work to date has focused on collecting terms from visited web pages (Godoy & Amandi, 2005; Kim & Chan, 2008) rather than tags applied by a user. Algorithmically, both sources of data can be treated similarly but the effect may be rather different, as one is author-supplied metadata and the other annotations from the reader.
Even gathered implicitly, a user profile is prone to go out of date as users' interests change over time. Dynamic user profiles are those which update as the user task is changed. Godoy & Amandi (2005) present such an approach using a hierarchical organization of users' interests, while Nanas et al (2004) use a more graph-like representation. In both works an artificial change of task context is employed: we show in this chapter how this approach can be applied to real life user behaviour over time.
It is possible to use sophisticated machine learning techniques to produce 'black box' profiles (Pazzani & Billsus, 1997) . However, such profiles can be frustrating for the users, who are unable to examine, let alone control, the profile. The term scrutable has been proposed to describe profiles that can be examined and understood by a user (Kay, 2006) . Such profiles allow a user to nominate an area of interest that may not have yet shown up in his/her profile (a new area of research perhaps). Profile errors can be corrected, and parts of the profile can be hidden so that user privacy is respected.
Collaborative Tagging Systems
Collaborative tagging systems provide interfaces for annotating bookmarks with free-text keywords. The basic operation of such systems is very simple. Users annotate a resource of interest (often a web page) with an arbitrary number of free text tags. Usually there is some browser button (bookmarklet) utility to make this process very lightweight. Often the bookmarklet will provide tag suggestions based on your previous tags and others' tags for this resource. Once this is done, one can browse the user community's bookmarked resources by an arbitrary combination of tags and/ or users. Usually, these queries can be persisted and published as an RSS/Atom 2 feed. Often, users are allowed to mark bookmarks as private so that they are not visible to such queries.
Perhaps the best well known collaborative tagging system is delicious.com (formerly known as del.icio.us). It has proved extremely popular, quickly growing to 1 million users in 2006  3 and  then 3 million in 2007 4 . Alternatives abound, both on the public Internet and on corporate intranets. Within Hewlett-Packard there are at least three such systems, each exhibiting different characteristics and capabilities. The first, 'bookmarks', shares most of the characteristics above but also ties bookmarks into an organisation structure (so one can ask, for example, 'show me all bookmarks for Jim's work group'). The second, 'Labbies', provides 'tiny' URLs (drastically shortened but still unique URL aliases) which can be used to identify that bookmark in other resources about that bookmark, such as email discussions. It is also privacy preserving in that bookmarks are anonymous. The third, me@hp.com, is an experimental KM system. Every person in HP has a me@hp page, which is populated by default with basic data from the LDAP directory. However, users may enrich this profile with free text descriptions, photos and tags which describe their interests. Thus rather than tagging documents or web pages, tags are applied to people and hence represent communities of interest.
The simplicity and the immediate usefulness of collaborative tagging systems have attracted a high number of users. As increasingly bookmark collections have lifespans of years, these data sources contain fine-grained information about a user's changing interests over time; a valuable resource that we should be able to leverage. Unlike many other profile learning mechanisms, which rely on relevance feed-back from the user, using tagging metadata does not require any additional user input. Moreover, since tagging data is timebased, it allows us to create user profiles that dynamically adapt to drifts in users' interests.
We should note in passing that the community dynamics of collaborative tagging systems are fascinating and have been well studied (Golder & Huberman, 2006) . However such dynamics are not the primary focus of discussion here, as instead we focus on the changes in an individual's tagging behaviour over time.
crEAtInG IMPLIcIt usEr ProFILEs FroM coLLAborAtIVE tAGGInG sYstEMs
How can we take advantage of the popularity of collaborative tagging systems, and use the recorded tagging behaviour to construct implicit, yet realistic and dynamic user profiles? Here we take a user-centric perspective, focusing on those tags which have been employed by a single user. Tagging data can be treated as a continuous stream of information about a user's interests which can be used for creating a rich user profile.
In fact, there is a fascinating interplay between community and individual effects. Individuals are free to choose their own tags; however many choose tags that are popular in the community. Indeed, systems like flickr and delicious positively encourage this behaviour by recommending tags to their users. Some tags will nevertheless be unique to a particular user. In a small sample taken by (Byde et al, 2007) about one third of all tagged URLs had completely unique tags. We believe it would be inappropriate for a user profile to treat such tags, or indeed atypical uses of existing tags, as outliers. There are more subtle dynamics at work when considering connections between tags. Co-tagging behaviour can be guided by tag recommendation mechanisms, but frequent and repeated co-tagging, particularly in the absence of recommendation clues, indicates a connection between those tags in the user's mind. To an individual user, these deviations from community norms may be tremendously important in defining their particular niche interest and perspective. It is these personal, perhaps idiosyncratic choices that we seek to exploit in this chapter, while acknowledging that such choices will depend at least in part on social cues (Golder & Huberman, 2006; Mika, 2005) .
What is it, then, that we want to extract from a user's tagging activity? Clearly the tags themselves are important, and their relative importance to the user. We also want to capture the relationships that exist between tags. Finally we need to make use of the temporal dynamics implicit in tagging activity over a sustained period.
We present a 'toy' example for illustrative purposes. Consider a user's bookmark collection consisting of a user defined number of bookmarks. Each bookmark in the collection is composed of a title, a description, a URL, a date, and a set of tags. Some sample data is shown in Figure 1 .
For creating the profile, we focus on the tags and their temporal ordering by increasing date.
We will use the sample data to illustrate three different methods for profile construction: a naive approach; an approach based on co-occurrence; and an adaptive approach.
Naive Approach
Perhaps the simplest method of analysis is to count the occurrence of tags. The result of this computation is a list of tags which is ranked according to tag popularity. For the sample data in Figure 1 , the ranked tag list is shown in Table 1 . It reveals that most tags have been used only once, and that there are only a few tags which were used most frequently. The user profile can then be created by selecting the top k most popular tags from the ranked list. If we select the top 3 tags, for example, the resulting user profile consists of the tags: web, ai, teaching.
The benefit of this method is that it is very simple, and hence fast. However, it has some drawbacks. One major problem is that those tags which are used most often tend not to be very specific (e.g., the tag web is a very general one). Moreover, although the tagging data includes information about the relationships between those tags, these relationships are not included in the user profile.
Table 1. List of tags ranked by their number of occurrence
Despite its simplicity and limitations, this naïve method is commonly and popularly employed in the form of a tag cloud. This is a visualization method in which all tags a user has employed so far are listed alphabetically and the font size of a tag is set according to how often it has been used so far.
Co-Occurrence Approach
The resulting profile is more specific if we focus not only on which tags have been used, but rather on which tags have been used in combination. This can be achieved by relying on the co-occurrence technique known from Social Network Analysis (Wasserman & Faust, 1994) . If two tags are used in combination (co-occur) by a certain user for annotating a certain bookmark, there is some kind of semantic relationship between them. The more often two tags are used in combination, the more intense this relationship is. This can be represented by a graph with labeled nodes and undirected weighted edges in which nodes correspond to tags and edges correspond to the relationship between tags. Each time a new tag is used, a new node for this tag is added to the graph. Each time a new combination of tags is used, a new edge with weight 1 between the corresponding nodes is created in the graph. If two tags co-occur again, the weight for the corresponding edge is increased by 1.
Co-occurrence techniques have been employed for diverse purposes. First and foremost, the folksonomy providers often use it for computing related tags. Moreover, co-occurrence is also used in knowledge discovery from databases (Chen & Lynch, 1992) , for extracting light-weight ontologies from tagging data (Mika, 2005) , or for tag recommendation (Byde et al., 2007; Xu et al, 2006) . The approach described in this section is different in that it uses co-occurrence at a smaller scale; for a single bookmark collection. Therefore the relationships between the tags are not the result of a community-driven process, but are created by a single user. Hence, the relationships between the tags might not make sense to anyone except the user who created them. However, in the case of user profile creation this is acceptable and even desirable, because for this task we need to find out about how the interests of a user are connected to each other, no matter how unorthodox these connections might be.
The co-occurrence graph is created by parsing the tags for all items in the bookmark collection
Figure 2. Co-occurrence network for the sample data. Two nodes are linked with an edge if the corresponding tags have been used in combination for annotating a bookmark. Edge weights are not shown
and applying the technique described above. In the second step, a user profile is derived from the graph by selecting the top k edges with the highest weights and their incident nodes. Figure  2 shows the resulting graph when applying the co-occurrence approach to the sample data. Note that although the amount of sample data is rather small, the resulting network is quite big. A ranked list of the weights of the resulting graph's edges for the sample data is shown in Table 2 . Selecting the top 3 edges and their incident nodes for the user profile returns a graph with 5 nodes and the following edges:
ai-teaching tools-web geo-web One drawback of the co-occurrence approach is that it does not include bookmarks that are annotated with a single tag. In order to overcome this issue, it would be necessary to combine it with the naive approach. The result would be a graph with weighted nodes and weighted edges. However, it may be the case that the average percentage of bookmarks annotated with only one tag is rather low; typically less than 10% . So the loss of these data must be balanced against the advantages of a simpler method.
Another drawback of this approach is that the age of bookmarks and their temporal ordering is not considered. This issue is addressed by the adaptive approach presented in the next section.
Adaptive Approach
Since social bookmarking systems are now a mature technology, many users manage rather large bookmark collections to which they have been adding items for several months or even years . Hence, the age information of the tagging data is important. It makes a difference if a user has used a certain tag and, therefore, specified a certain interest, one day or one year ago. In the co-occurrence approach, this information is not considered. To include the age of the bookmarks in the user profile it is possible to extend the co-occurrence approach with the evaporation technique known from ant algorithms (Dorigo & Caro, 1999) .
Evaporation is a simple method to add timebased information to the weights of the edges in the graph. Each time the profile graph is updated with tags from a newly added bookmark, the weights of the edges that already exist in the graph are decreased slightly by removing a small percentage of the current value of the weight. Obviously, when creating the profile graph for the adaptive approach by parsing the tags for all items in the bookmark collection, it is necessary to start parsing from the oldest item and to process the items in the same temporal order as they were added to the bookmark collection.
Applying the adaptive approach to the sample data apparently returns the same profile graph as before (Figure 2 ). However the weights of the links in this graph are different. Table 3 lists the highest weighted edges in this graph. Selecting the top 3 edges and their incident nodes for the user profile returns a graph with 6 nodes and the following edges:
ai-teaching tools-web security-research The difference between this user profile and the one returned by the co-occurrence approach shows the effect of using evaporation for profile creation. The combinations geo-web and securityresearch co-occur the same number of times in the sample data. In the co-occurrence approach, a random selection of one of them was made for inclusion in the profile. With the adaptive approach it is possible to detect that the latter combination has been used at a later point in time and can therefore be considered as currently more important to the user.
In summary, the naïve approach just looks at tags which it treats as weighted nodes in a edgeless graph; the co-occurrence approach includes weighted edges whose weight monotonically increases; and the adaptive approach uses evaporation to increase the contrast of more recently used connections. The differences are summarized in Table 4 .
The Add-A-Tag Algorithm
Now we formally define a possible implementation of the adaptive algorithm described above.
The high level pseudocode is followed by formal mathematical descriptions of each step. The algorithm includes both creation of the profile graph, and extraction of a user profile from it.
initialize profile to an empty graph (a) for each bookmark in collection perform evaporation
The profile graph is
is the set of vertices (which correspond to tags) and
is the set of edges, each of which connects two vertices with a certain weight:
(1)
We initialize G to an empty graph and V and E to empty sets. 
(c) Apply reinforcement
In the next step, the tags from the bookmarked item are added to the graph. Let the tags to be added form a set
, the following procedure is executed:
then x e is updated according to the following equation:
where w t 1 w t x x β (6) and 0 < β and β ∈ R
4. If e t ,t ,w E x i j x then x e is added to E with w x = α where 0 < α and α ∈ R
So each possible tag combination in the current bookmark's tags either causes a new edge to be added to the graph (with weight a ) or increases the weight of an existing edge (by weight b ).
The procedure described above (steps (b) and (c): evaporation followed by reinforcement) is executed each time the user adds a bookmark item to the bookmark collection.
(d) Extract the user profile from the graph
Once the graph contains all the required bookmarks, extraction of the user profile from the profile graph can proceed as follows: 
Thus the user profile contains the top k tag combinations from the graph; more formally, k G contains all the edges from k E and all the vertices which are incident to one of these edges.
The size of the user profile k G is determined by the value chosen for parameter k .
Evaluation of Profile Algorithms
Many statistical analyses use large bookmark data sets scraped or otherwise collected from systems like delicious.com. Since we deal with user-related data, privacy concerns arise. Therefore, permission should be sought before collecting this data and using it for analysis. Although this is likely to result in a small test set, useful information can nevertheless be gleaned, as explained in the case study below.
Evaluating the adaptive aspects of the user profile creation mechanism can be achieved by computing the user profile of user u at two different times, and measuring the difference (distance) between these two user profiles. If we use the graph based profile approach detailed in the last section, we are hampered by the fact that measuring the distance between two graphs is a difficult and only partly solved issue (Buckley & Harary, 1990) . However, we can simplify the problem by mapping the graphs onto a simpler structure which only contains the information we need for the comparison. Using a set of edges in decreasing weight order would be a good approach, because several methods for comparing ordered sets exist. Therefore, we suggest the Kendall τ coefficient (Abdi, 2007) . It is a standard measure for comparing ordered sets that includes rank correlation.
We define a metric dist(S1, S2) for the distance between two sets S1 and S2 based on the Kendall τ coefficient as shown in Equations 2a to 2c in such a way that it obeys the rules for metrics: positiveness, reflexivity, symmetry, and triangle inequality. The result values for dist(S1, S2) are in the range of 0 (if S1 and S2 are ranked in exactly the same order) to +1 (if the ranking of S1 can be obtained by reversing S2). 
In Equation 2a, variable n is the size of the sets. Equation 2b compares pairs of distinct elements in S1 and S2. Equation 2c counts discordant pairs. We need to make one pre processing modification to our tag lists, since Kendall τ is applicable only for sets which have the same members and are consequently of the same size. Thus new tags (which appear in S2 but not S1) and discarded tags (tags in S1 which don't appear in S2) could be problematic. We can deal with such tags in one of two ways. We could simply discard tags used in only one of the compared profiles (an intersectionbased approach). Or we could take a union-based approach by appending new tags to the end of S1 and discarded tags to the end of S2.
Case Study
This section is drawn from work described in . The authors used a test set consisting of six users' bookmark collections for both evaluation experiments and a user study (see next section). It consists of three small (user 1, 2 and 3), two medium (user 4 and 6) and one large bookmark collection (user 5). The owners of the bookmark collections included in the test set were personally known to at least one of the authors of this paper, and were explicitly asked for permission to retrieve and evaluate their personal tagging data. Table 5 shows the basic properties of the six bookmark collections in the test set. It can be seen that the bookmark collections varied in number of days of use, number of items, number of tags, number of unique tags, and average number of tags per item. No proportional relationship between any of these figures could be found. In addition, as shown in Figure 3 , the users' activity patterns were unpredictable. Some users maintained a reasonably constant level of activity, whereas others exhibited a bursty pattern. 
Results
For each user, every user profile k G for week t+1 was compared to the user profile k G for the previous week t using Kendall τ as described above. Figure 4 shows the co-occurence approach, and it can be seen that in general the degree of change in the user profiles decreases over time. The profiles gradually stabilize (dist tends to zero) so that by week 100 there is little change. Although the users are specifying new tag combinations when adding bookmarks to their collections, the most often used tag combinations are too dominant and prevent newly arising tag combinations from being included in the profile.
When comparing these results to those of the Add-A-Tag approach ( Figure 5 ), one can see that the profiles remain dynamic (dist stays high) even after prolonged usage. In fact, the degree of change in the user profile in the Add-A-Tag approach starts off higher than in the co-occurrence approach, and remains similar for every time span. This provides evidence that the Add-A-Tag approach meets its goal of adapting the profile to the interests of the user over time.
For a more detailed evaluation, Figure 6 shows a direct comparison of the co-occurrence and the Add-A-Tag method for one user together with the weekly activity of this user expressed as the logarithm of the average number of items added to the bookmark collection (cf. Figure 3) . Again, trend lines of type moving average with period 6 are included. The dashed lines show the user's activity. Figure 6 reveals that both approaches exhibit a change pattern proportional to the user's activity pattern, but Add-A-Tag approach's curve shows a considerably higher amount of change and fits better with the activity pattern. This is particularly true for the results in the time span between week 80 and week 100, where the user's activity level is high and the Add-A-Tag approach reflects the activity pattern, whereas the co-occurrence approach remains quiescent. Inspection of the profiles show that it was putting too much emphasis on the most often used tag combinations and thus failing to adapt to the newly-used ones.
However, one drawback of the Add-A-Tag approach that became evident during the ex-
Figure 6. Direct comparison of co-occurrence and Add-A-Tag approaches for user 5
periments is that the value for the evaporation coefficient (parameter ρ) needs to be chosen very carefully. The higher the value for this parameter, the more emphasis is put on those items that were added to the bookmark collection recently. Choosing a value in the range between 0.01 and 0.05 gives reasonable results where the proportion between newly used tag combinations and often-used tag combinations is balanced. Setting the value higher than 0.05 places the emphasis on newly-used tag combinations.
From the results presented so far, it would appear that Add-A-Tag is a plausible method for generating an adaptive user profile. In the next section we show how we can effectively visualize such profiles. Kay (2006) argues that profiles should be scrutable, that is, amenable to examination by the user: understandable, controllable and privacy preserving. The first step in making profiles scrutable is to allow the user to visualize them, and to present them in an understandable way.
ProFILE VIsuALIZAtIon
There is much interest in representing tag clouds in a more intuitive manner (Hassan-Montero & Herrero-Solana, 2006), but here we need a different visualization to show the network structure of the profile and its evolution over time. One approach is to show nodes as dots labeled with their corresponding tags, connected by edges which represent tag co-occurrence. The edge weight can be indicated by length; the higher the weight, the shorter the length of the edge. There are two basic approaches possible for visualizing dynamic graphs. In the first approach, all nodes and edges that will be included in the profile at a certain point in time need to be known in advance. In the next step, a graph layout algorithm can be applied for calculating the positions of all the nodes and edges. Another approach is to use an iteration-based graph visualization algorithm that incrementally optimizes the layout of the different graph states.
The first approach allows us to choose a good representation for a certain point in time (e.g., the most recent profile). During the animation those nodes that are currently included in the profile are set to visible while all the others are set to invisible. The benefit of this approach is that the nodes do not move, they simply appear or disappear as user activity changes over time. However, the drawback is that while the layout algorithm creates a visually pleasing layout for the complete graph, the layouts of the different graph states shown over time are not optimized and tend to look quite ugly . Nevertheless, this is an approach worth considering if the dynamic aspects are less important than ensuring that the most up to date profile has an intuitive visualization.
The second approach allows a simpler and more intuitive dynamic visualization, which makes it easier to track the profile evolution over time. In this approach is used to show nodes "bubbling up". Tags enter the screen from the bottom and continuously move towards the top. If a tag is included in the user profile at one point of time, but not included in the next state, it vanishes from the screen.
Using this approach, the nodes are shown as dots and labeled with their corresponding tags. They enter the screen from the bottom on a randomly chosen horizontal position, and bubble up. For the naïve approach, nothing more is needed, but for co-occurrence based approaches, it is also necessary to visualize the edges between the nodes. One approach is a spring embedder layout algorithm (Fruchterman & Reingold, 1991) , in which the nodes repel or attract each other depending on the edges between them and on the weight of these edges. The lengths of the edges between the nodes thus correspond to the edge's weights; the higher the weight, the shorter the length of the edge. A minimum and a maximum length for the edges should be defined in order to prevent node labels being printed on top of each other, and to avoid nodes being too far away from each other.
The "bubbling up" metaphor and spring embedding work together. If a tag A that newly appears at the bottom of the screen has a connection to a tag B that is already shown on the screen, the spring embedder algorithm will cause tag B to move down on the screen and tag A to move up at the same time. Tag A and tag B will move towards each other until the edge between them has a length according to its weight.
A screen shot of Michlmayr's visualization tool is shown in Figure 7 . The screen is divided into a main part and a control panel at the bottom of the screen. The control panel contains radio buttons which allow the user to select one of the profile creation methods and a button to start or pause the visualization. After starting a visualization, the user profile is presented as an animation over time. The bottom panel shows a date and the main part of the screen shows the state of the user profile at this date. A button allows the user to pause and resume the animation. The tool was implemented as a Java applet, and the graph visualization is based on the JUNG framework 5
The vertical positions of the profile's components divide themselves into active and not active as well as into long-term, mid-term, and short-term interests of a user. The subgraphs at the centre of the screen, for example research and travel in Figure 7 , are those that change over time, because as new nodes connect to the sub graph, this older tags are pulled down again. They refer to long-and midterm interests of a user that are currently active. By contrast, those subgraphs that do not change but are still included in the profile move to the top of the screen, such as antsconferences, refer to long-term interests of a user that are currently not active. The third category comprises tags that move in from the bottom and vanish shortly after, such as uk-cornwall, which refer to the short-term interests of a user.
In ) a small user study was conducted in order to get feedback about user's acceptance of profile creation and visualization methods. Six users were provided with the visualization tool just described, and verbally interviewed using a questionnaire. The names of the three profile creation methods were not mentioned in order not to influence the results of the user study. In general, the system provoked a positive response similar to the one described by (Golder & Huberman, 2006) in their study of visualizing users' email archives. A subsequent comment we have received about this tool (pers. comm.) is that "It's like looking at your mind". Both being able to view the relationships between the tags and the trends over time were recognized and appreciated. However, the users' preferences for the different methods turned out to be quite diverse. Two users ranked the co-occurrence approach first, whereas two of them preferred the Add-A-Tag approach, one of them ranked both of them equally, and one favored the naive approach. This may have been down to the visualization algorithm rather than the profile creation method: "there was too much movement and too many changes on the screen, and the edges between them were detracting from the tags". The authors conclude that the preferred method of user profile creation is a very individual choice.
Therefore we conclude that the user should be able to choose and configure his or her profile creation algorithm and visualization method. The popularity of the co-occurrence method shows that users value the long-term tag relationships in their profile; however they also appreciated that Add-A-Tag adapts better to recent changes. Allowing users to select the balance of long-term and short-term interests would provide control without over-burdening the user.
APPLIcAtIon oF usEr ProFILEs
In the previous section we have described methods for building and visualizing a rich and dynamic user profile. To what use can we put it?
If the person knows what he or she is looking for, e.g., when performing a targeted search, knowing the user's additional interests outside the immediate search context could be used to predict the user's intention for ambiguous queries. Certainly this mode of personalized search seems to be of increasing importance to the major vendors, like Google 6 . Knowing the user's interests becomes more important if the person does not know what he or she is looking for, e.g., when browsing the Web for no specific purpose. Perhaps the most obvious approach is to use the profile for accessing web resources in the same manner as tag clouds. Extipicious 7 is a prototype interface that uses a delicious.com tag cloud to access both bookmarks and photographs.
Other web browsing tasks are enabled by this approach. Sugiyama et al (2004) describe how user profiles can be used to modify query results. An alternative would be to use the profile directly, showing it in the browser's sidebar or as part of the Web page: similar to a navigation menu. When a tag occurs in the Web page at which the user is currently looking, the tag could be highlighted in the profile, and clicking on the tag could result in scrolling automatically to the position on the page at which the tag occurs. Another possibility is to highlight the terms in the Web page that are matched by tags in the profile, in the same manner as search strings are highlighted when viewing the Google cache of a search result. To improve the recall, stemming (Porter, 1980) could be used in combination with string matching.
User profiles can also be applied to social networks, which represent a community of people and their connections. Using such networks to find an expert, or a colleague, or a community of interest, is a well known problem (Adamic & Adar 2005 , Leskovec et al. 2007 ). User profiles allow such searches to be personalized and hence provide context dependent help, even when the searcher is not part of the network themselves.
In this section we will choose one example to study in more depth: the use of such profiles for personalized access to enterprise information systems. We use the HP Technical Reports 8 as an example for such a data source . The social network me@hp (described earlier) is also integrated with the system and made searchable via the user profile.
This example simplifies matters because users are typically not interested in their dynamic, historic profile for information access: rather they need the most up to date 'snapshot'. Indeed, visualizing the relationships between the tags and the time-based aspects at the same time might be counterproductive, cognitively overloading users. So here we focus on visualizing the relationships between the tags in the profile at a fixed point in time.
Enterprise data sources are often annotated with metadata, such as title, author(s), date of publication, number of pages, abstract, and keywords. So the user profile can be matched, not only to the content of the data source, but also to its metadata. Technical or structural metadata, such as number of pages, resolution of a photograph, or date of publication, are generally not helpful for matching, but can be exploited for additional navigational options in the interface. Descriptive metadata on the other hand, including keywords, tags, subject indicators and geographical information, can be profitably used to match content against a user profile. Full text or abbreviated (e.g. title, abstract) content can also be used, although such approaches tend to carry computational expense (Byde et al, 2007) .
In our example the user profile tags are simply compared to technical report keywords. Since tags are most commonly in lower-case letters, whereas keywords are usually in capitalized letters, the matching was performed in a case-insensitive way. Simple stemming (Porter, 1980) was also used. In general, this resulted in a partial overlap between the user's profile and the technical report content. Coverage can be extended considerably by using related keywords and authors as explained below.
The user interface layout is shown and annotated in Figure 8 . The top left shows a representation of the profile. The user can select a tag from the profile to show only those resources in the main screen on the right that match with the selected tag. However, the data source will also contain content for which no corresponding tags are included in the profile. Such content would be therefore inaccessible using only the profile for navigation. This could be avoided by offering additional navigation options to the user, such as a simple query interface. Alternatively, providing additional context enables better coverage of the data source. Figure 8 illustrates that using 2 navigation panels. The first shows a list of related keywords, each of which co-occurs with the selected keyword. Co-occurrence in this case means that the keywords in question are both attached to a single technical report. These related keywords are likely to cover between them many technical reports, including those which do not have any keyword matching a user's tags. The second navigation panel is similar, but this time shows all authors that have used the selected keyword to mark up one or more of their technical reports. Again, the union of all technical reports authored by one of these people is likely to include those that would not be covered by the profile alone.
The user profile can also be used to link enterprise information systems together; to integrate data relevant to a particular user from a number of sources. Figure 8 shows a [community] section in which the 'self-tagging' system me@hp.com (described earlier) is used to recommend people, not necessarily technical report authors, who have 'self tagged' with the selected term. This provides a collaborative aspect to the search; linking the user to a context sensitive community of interest. Since me@hp.com is an internal system, this section has been left unpopulated in the screenshots for reasons of privacy.
The question of profile representation can be addressed from two viewpoints. One of them is the profile-centric viewpoint which focuses on visualizing the structure of the profile. For visualizing the relationships between the tags in the profile, a spring embedder layout algorithm is used to position related tags next to each other. The font size of each tag reflects the relative importance, i.e. number of uses of that tag, just as in a tag cloud. As explained above, the dynamic aspects are not exploited in this interface. In fact, after some initial user feedback, the co-occurrence links have also been removed as they lead to some confusion.
It is also necessary to take a data-centric viewpoint by adapting the profile to the data that is available. The profile may contain tags for which there is no corresponding content, and such tags should be removed from the profile. For the remaining tags, an optional possibility would be to print the number of resources that exist next to the tag name, as in faceted browsing. The problem with this option is that combining font sizes (for relative importance of tags) and numbers (for number of resources) can be misleading to users. It should be clear that Figure 8 does not present the last word in profile visualization. There are many open issues and areas of research including: alternatives to graph based visualization (e.g., hierarchies); representation of dynamic aspects; scrutability and control; adaptation to content. These themes will be discussed in the next section. Figure 9 shows an 'storyboard' illustrating how a user might navigate through the system. This user is interested in techniques for enterprise information management. Firstly, they click on the tag 'graph' from their user profile because graph based user profiles is their current research interest. A list of relevant technical reports is displayed, and one of the keywords (not contained in the user's profile) is 'browser'. Clicking on this yields a second set of technical reports. The researcher knows Dick Cowan, so browses to see what else this author has published. Finding a technical report on agent technology, our user clicks on the link to get access to this research. This illustrative story shows how the system integrates personal and collaborative aspects in order to provide a richer and more context sensitive search experience.
FuturE trEnds
As collaborative knowledge management systems grow, we expect that personalized access will become increasingly important. Users need to be able to view a large and complex information space in a way that makes sense to them. We have outlined such an approach here. However it is likely that improvements will be needed in profile representation, editing and in interface design. We have already talked about gathering user profile information from a range of systems, such as email, browsing, file activity, newsgroups and so on. There is clearly a research challenge in merging the information from these different sources. The data needed to populate the profile will need to be gathered implicitly, as a side effect of work the user is already doing. However it is essential that the user has some ownership of the profile, and is able to inspect, change, correct and tweak the profile to better match his or her needs (Ahn et al, 2007) : the twin requirements of scrutability and privacy must be met.
We also foresee improvements in profile interface design. Graph based profiles are not always intuitive, and users may need an alternative. A hierarchy, for example, would have advantages of simplicity and familiarity. Multiple inheritance issues, such as a tag having two parents, do not preclude such a representation; as such a tag would simply appear at two places in the hierarchy. We tested this possibility using an approach loosely similar to the one of Heymann and Garcia-Molina (2006), who used centrality measures to derive a taxonomy from tagging data based on the entirety of a collaborative tagging system's data. Two steps were executed for every subgraph. First, the node with the highest betweenness centrality was determined as the root node of the tree. Second, Prim's algorithm (Prim, 1957) was used for computing the maximum spanning tree based on the weights. However, this approach is not well suited for profile representation of the type we are interested in. One problem is that the resulting tree can be quite unbalanced, which gives an unsatisfying browsing experience. In addition, nodes that frequently co-occur often belong conceptually together and should exist at the same hierarchy level. For one user the tags "semantic" and "web" were used to represent a composite tag 'semantic web'. The spanning tree approach forces these tags to exist at different levels which was confusing for this user.
But the spectrum of layout algorithms is far from exhausted; given the utility of such profiles to the user it seems this would be a promising direction for future work. The current trend is tag based clustering. Chapter "Analyzing Communal Tag Relationships for Enhanced Navigation and User Modeling" examines this topic in more detail. (2) and author (3) and finally selects a technical report to examine in more detail (4) We also draw the reader's attention to the work of Begelman et al (2006) , and to the more recent promising approach of Kim & Chan (2008) , who split a co-occurrence graph into clusters, and arrange the clusters hierarchically.
The matching of profiles to information sources has to date been achieved using simple mechanisms, such as string matching in combination with stemming and case conversion. This could be enhanced by backing the comparison algorithm with a thesaurus such as WordNet, which would link tags with synonym keywords. Tools like ZigTag 9 and EntityDescriber 10 are providing facilities to link tags with such structured knowledge bases. Another possibility would be to use a data-centric approach, such as clustering, to find implicit relationships between tags or technical report keywords. Although we have already shown clusters of user interest in generated profiles, such clusters are subjective. It would be possible to apply any formal clustering algorithm that can be applied to weighted graphs (Brandes et al, 2003; Begelman et al, 2006) . Again, this mechanism would allow a tag to be matched to a larger number of possible keywords.
The time varying nature of a profile is also important. Evaporation, as described here, provides a simple and effective way of applying such changes. Alternative approaches can be found in the literature, for example imposing a maximum/minimum weight (Stützle & Hoos, 2000) . In any case, the user needs to be kept informed, and we have shown in this chapter how one can visualize these profile changes over time. Incorporating these changes into an effective interface over knowledge sources remains a research challenge.
Finally, there needs to be a balance between personal, idiosyncratic profiles and those representing shared topics in a community of interest. Too far to one extreme, and we lose the possibility of collaboration: too far to the other, and we have removed the advantages of personalization.
concLusIon
In this chapter we have described techniques for building a profile from a user's browsing behaviour. It does not seem adequate to take account of tag frequency alone as co-occurrence information is needed to make the profiles make sense to the user. User profiles demonstrably adapt over time and it is possible to derive appropriate metrics to measure this change. Mechanisms like evaporation can be used to deal with transient and changing interests. Visualization of the generated profiles is not straightforward but seems genuinely useful.
Profiles can also be used to access other information sources in a way that makes sense to the user. We have shown an example where tag profile information guides access to both documents (HP Labs technical reports) and communities (me@hp.com). However the principles are much more generic and can be applied to collaborative knowledge management systems in general. Much work remains to be done -in profile gathering, data integration, visualization, privacy control and interface design.
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